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1. IXTRODUCT~~N 
The main result is that the class of maximal subgroups of finite semigroups 
of binary relations includes all finite groups. Thus we obtain a new representa- 
tion theorem for finite groups and negate the conjecture [S] that these 
maximal subgroups arc just the symmetric groups. 
A. I. Malcev has shown that the maximal subgroups of the full tmnsforma- 
tion semigroup Fx of transformations on a set X are all symmetric groups [S]. 
(See fl], Vol. I, p. 54 for independent results by D. D. Miller and C. G. 
Doss.) His result is easily extended to the semigroup of partial transforma- 
tions, .“px . Thus it would be natural to conjecture that the same would 
hold true for the semigroup gx of binary relations. However, a useful 
characterization of the Green’s Relations on .%3X [9] has now made it possibIe 
to show that each finite group is a maximal subgroup of some 25?x . 
In Section 3 we investigate the structure of idempotent relations and 
show that each O-class contains an idempotent relation having a simple 
form. In Section 4 we show that associated with each finite group G there 
is a finite design whose automorphism group is isomorphic to G. The I x c 
incidence matrix for this design is then used to construct an idempotent 
relation on a set X of cardinality Y -J- E, which forms the identity element 
of a maximal subgroup of @x , isomorphic to G. 
2. PRELIMIN.WES 
A binary relation on a set X is a subset of X x X, and the set of all binary 
relations on X is denoted by ~8, . The product ~$3 of two relations a and p 
on X is defined to be the relation 
a/3 -= ((a, b) 1 (a, c) E a and (c, b) e/3 for some CE X}. 
1 Support from the National Science Foundation Contract No. GP-8696 is gratefully 
acknowledged. 
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The operation is, of course, a generalization of the rule of composition of 
functions. It is associative and thus 9X is a scmigroup. The semigroup 9’,r 
of partial transformations on X is a subsemigroup of ax, and it in turn 
contains 3-x , the semigroup of transformations on X. For elementary 
properties of these semigroups, the reader is referred to [I], Vol. I, Sections 1.4 
and 2.2. Throughout this paper we will consider X to be a finite set containing 
more than one element, unless we specify otherwise. 
Let x E X, H C X, and OL E ax . We use the notation 
and 
a-l = ((4 6 I (4 4 E 4, 
xa={YI(x,y)Eol), 
Ha = (J {ha 1 h E H}, 
aH = Ha-l, 
tH = {(h, h) 1 h E H). 
The empty relation is denoted by 0. 
Let n be a positive integer and X = {xr ,..., x,}. Let @, denote the set 
of all n x n matrices over the Boolean algebra on (0, 1). Then 9& is a 
semigroup under matrix multiplication, and the map 
a + A = (a& where aij = I 
1 if (Xi 3 Xj) E a, 
0 otherwise, 
is an isomorphism of gx onto gn. We shall use the terms relation and 
relation matrix interchangeably. For xi E X, we caU X~CY [aq] the ith row 
[column] of 01. For example, if X = {OCR , xa , x3} and 
then the relation matrix for 01 is 
( 0 0 111  0 1, 1 
and the row X~CY is the set {x1 , xa}. These ideas are useful, but not necessary, 
for understanding the material to follow. 
Let 0 be a collection of subsets of X. A subcollection %’ of 0 is said to 
be independent if V does not contain the empty set and no member of V 
is a union of other members of %. If 4 is independent and if each member 
of 0 is a union of members of %‘, then YZ is called a basis for 0. 
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Now let aEBr, CY # 3 and let 
7(a) = {XIX 1 x E ax} and C(a) = {a.% / x E: Xa). 
Then since X is finite, r(a) has a unique basis called the TOW basis of CL 
The cardinality of this basis is called the TOW rank of CY. The definitions 
of the column basis and column rank for OL are dual. Notice that (Y need 
not have the same row and column rank. If the non-empty rows (columns) 
of cx form an independent set, then we say that LY is TOW (column) reduced. 
A relation that is row and column reduced will be said to be reduced. 
For example, the relation on X = {x1 , xg , xa , xp} whose matrix is 
1 0 1 0 
0 1 0 1 
i i 
1100’ 
1 1 1 0 
is column reduced but not row reduced. It has column rank 4 and row 
rank 3. 
In order to discuss maximal subgroups of .gx , we shall need the following 
ideas. Two elements a, b of a semigroup S are said to be LY [W] equivalent 
if and only if they generate the same principal left (right) ideal in S [3]. 
The relation 2 n W is denoted by .z?, while the join .Y v W is called 3. 
These equivalence relations are called Green’s relations on S. (For details 
see [I], Vol. I, Chapter 2.) The dp-, L%-, s-, and %classes containing the 
element a E S will be denoted by L, , R, , H, , and D, , respectively. 
5iow the maximal subgroups of S are the s-classes containing idempotent 
elements. Any two such &‘-classes in the same %class are isomorphic [3]. 
If some a E S is regular (a E aSa), then each element of D, is regular and 
D contains idempotents. In this case there is associated with D, a maximal 
subgroup of S, which is isomorphic to any Z-class in D, that contains 
an idempotent. 
Thus, the problem of determining the maximal subgroups of ax is 
equivalent to determining the s-classes containing idempotents. We shall 
need the following results derived from [9]. S, will denote the symmetric 
group on the finite set X. 
THEOREM 2. I. Euch %class D of .gx contains reduced relations. Any two 
relations in D have the same row rank 7 and the same column rank c. If D is 
regular, then r = c. 
THEOREM 2.2. Let (Y and @ be reduced relations in 9~9~ . Then the following 
statements are equivalent. 
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1. ,PP [&PI 
2. +> = 4) Cc(4 = @>I 
3. OL = ~$3 [LX = /3u] for sonz permutation u E S, . 
COROLLARY 2.3. Let 01, /I be reduced. Then 
(A) Q&+? $8 = asp for permutations o, p E Sx , and 
(B) &/3 zfl /I = ya = c03 for permutations y, 6 E S, . 
3. IDEMPOTEXT RELATIONS 
In this section we investigate the structure of idempotent relations, that is, 
relations OL such that c? = 01. We shall see that every regular g-class contains 
an idempotent having a fairly simple form. We then characterize the maximal 
subgroup of ax associated with a regular ~-class. 
Let X = {x1 ,..., x,} and Y = {xi ,..., x,}, where r < n. Then there is an 
isomorphism 4 of gr into gx , given by the rule that if a: E .gr, then 
O$ = {(Xi 9 Xj) E X X X ) (Xi ) Xj) E OZ}* 
Thus, if D is a regular %class of ax whose elements have rank r, then an 
element in D must be the image of an idcmpotent in gy, having rank Y, 
under the mapping 4. This yields the following lemma. 
LEMMA 3.1. Each regular %class of gx contains a reduced idempotent. 
In studying maximal subgroups then, we may as well restrict ourselves 
to &‘-classes containing a reduced idempotent. The following theorem will 
show that these relations have a special form. The theorem itself holds 
for finite or infinite X. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let 01 be a redtlced idempotent in ax . Then 
1. Xa = CYX, that is, 01 has the same domain and range, say K, 
2. cx is anti-symmetric, and 
3. a n 01-l = ‘ K- 
Proof, Notice that (xa) OL = X(Y for all x E Orx. Then since OL is row 
reduced, x E XOL so x E Xor. Similarly Xar _C Orx, so that Xor = CYX = K, 
giving us (1). 
Now if (x, y) E OL, where x # y, then since XCY f ICY, there exists z E X 
such that either (x, a) E 01 and (y, z) 6 in or (x, a) $01 and (y, a) E 0~. But this 
would be impossible if (y, x) E CY. Thus OL is anti-symmetric. 
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The proof of (3) follows from (2) and the proof of (1). 
By repeated application of Corollary 2.3(A), we have the following. 
COROLLARY 3.3. Each regular 52-class of WX contains an idempotent 01 
whose relation matrix A is in lower triangular form. That is, where A has 
the form 
We now investigate the maximal subgroup of 9x associated with a regular 
s-class. 
LEMMA 3.4. Let 01 be an idempotent relation with rank n in ax, 1 x’ i = n. 
Then the maximal subgroup H, is given by 
H, z G, = {p E S, 1 there exists u E S, such that ap = a~}. 
Proof. Clearly G, is a subgroup of S, . Kow by Corollary 2.3(B), #I c HU 
iff there exist p, u E S, such that /3 == mp = m. If y E H, , where y -__ ap’ = u’a, 
then /3 = y if and only if p = p’, since each column of a is distinct. Also 
py T= (ua)(ap’) = u(cYLy)p’ = uczp’ = (ap)p’ = c4(pp’), 
and similarly /3~ = (u'u)~. Thus the mapping 
j3 -• p where /3 = ap = ua, P,UESXr 
is an isomorphism of H, onto G, . 
Remark. This lemma can be stated in more generality. If X is an arbitrary 
set and 01 is an idempotent in 9x whose rows and columns form independent 
families of sets, then the lemma also holds. 
THEOREM 3.5. Let D be a regular g-class of aX whose elements have 
rank r. Then there is an idempotent 01’ in By such that the maximal subgroup Go 
of 28x associated with D is given by 
GD s G,, = {p E Sy i CY’ = p-Wp}. 
Proof. Let (Y be the idempotent relation in D whose relation matrix has 
the form specified by Corollary 3.3. Then a is the image of an o(’ in &?r, 
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under the isomorphism 4. Now the maximal subgroup G,, associated with oi’ is 
given by 
G,,, = {p E SY : there exists u E Sr such that a’p = uar’}. 
But 01’ can be factored into (Y’ =: ~~ u /3. Thus, if CX’P = UY’, Lyp = o(y) 
then 0 = p and so 0~’ = p%‘p. Finally, since the isomorphism 4 preserves 
the 2 relation, we have that 
CD E G,? = {p E Sr ; 0~’ =: p-“y’p}. 
Notice next that if 01 is any idcmpotent in ax , then the maximal subgroups 
Gnu and GD,+ are isomorphic. Now if y is any partial transformation of X, 
then y is column reduced, since each row contains at most one element. 
Let c denote the column rank of y. Then c is also the row rank, since y is 
regular [9]. Moreover, if y is also row reduced, it becomes a one-to-one 
partial transformation. 
The next theorem gives some sufficient conditions for the maximal sub- 
group of gx associated with a g-class to be a symmetric group. 
THEOREM 3.6. Let D be a %hss of .gx . If D contains a relation (x such 
that either 
1. 0: or 01-l is a partial transformation, or 
2. LY is an ec~ivalence relation, 
then Go is a symmetric group. 
Proof. If a is a partial transformation with rank c, then D contains a 
one-to-one partial transformation p. Then the &‘-class containing p contains 
a subset of Lo. Thus, by Theorem 3.5, H, is isomorphic to the symmetric 
group on c letters. That is, Go is a symmetric group. The proof where (11-r 
is a partial transformation is dual. 
Notice that an equivalence relation (more generally a symmetric, transitive 
relation) is idempotent. Kow if y is a symmetric transitive relation, then 
y E xy iff yy = xy and dually y E arjc iff my = ax. Using Corollary 2.3(A), 
we see that y is g-equivalent to a subset of tx . Hence, GD is a symmetric 
group. 
IV. THE XUIMAL SUBGROUPS 
Let A = (aii) denote an r x c matrix such that 
1. aij=OorIforeachI didrand <j<c, 
2. each row and each column of A contains a 1, and 
3. no two rows or columns of A are equal. 
Such a matrix will be said to have form c. 
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For each positive integer n, let S, denote the group of permutation 
matrices of order n. For any matrix A of form C, we shall let 
G,=={P~,!?;rZP=QAforsorneQ~Sr}. 
We shall need the following technical lemmas. 
LEMMA 4.1. Let A have form C. Then GA is a group under matrix multi- 
plication. Moreover, either of P or Q uniquely determines the other. 
LEMM.4 4.2. Let I, and I, denote identity matrices of orders r and c, 
respectively, and let A have form c. Let n :: r + c and let E denote the block 
matrix 
where 0 denotes the c x r matrix of zeros. Then GE = (P E S, j E = P-‘EP) 
and the groups G, and GE are isomorphic. 
Proof. Suppose P and Q are in S,, and that EP = QE. Then I,,P -= QI,? , 
so that P =- Q. Thus, GE = (Pg Sn / E = P-IEP}. 
Let P E GE . Now the first c columns of A contain more than one non-zero 
entry, while the remaining Y columns contain exactly one non-zero entry. 
Thus, none of the first c columns of E can be interchanged by P with any 
of the remaining Y columns. Similarly, P cannot interchange any of the first Y 
rows with the remaining rows. Thus, P must have the form 
where P1 E S, and P2 E S, . Then for P E S,, , EP = PE iff AP, = P,,4. 
The mapping P 4 P1 is now easily seen to be an isomorphism of GE 
onto GA . 
We show next that if G is any finite group, we can find a matrix A of 
form c such that G and GA are isomorphic. We shall construct a design 
whose automorphism group is isomorphic to G and then choose A as an 
incidence matrix for this design. 
By a design we mean a pair (9z,2’), where B is a finite set whose elements 
are called points and 2 is a collection of non-empty subsets of 9, called 
lines. An automorphism of (B,9) is a one-to-one mapping of 9 onto B 
that sends lines into lines. Clearly, the automorphisms of (9,-Y) form a 
group. By an incidence matrix for the design (p, Z), where .9r = (PI ,..., PC} 
and Y = {& ,..., 1,}, we mean an r x c matrix A = (aij) of zeros and ones 
where aij = 1 if and only if the point pj lies on the line Ii . 
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Now let G be a finite group, 1 G ( > 2. We construct a set of points 3 
as follows. Let 
P = I; v T, u T3, 
where 
I; = G, 
T, = {%,, I a, ZJ E G>, 
and 
Ts={pTj~Ia~Gt 2,(k<j,<i,<IGI-I}. 
The superscript on the h is obtained as follows. The G permutes ordered 
pairs (a, b), of distinct elements in G by (a, b)g = (ag, bg). There will be 
1 G 1 - 1 orbits, containing / G ) elements each. Call these orbits & ,..., I/~ , 
where n = I G 1 - 1. Then the superscript I on Af, is the number of the 
orbit containing (a, 6). Since ug -= ah or bg = bh if and only if g = h, 
any two of a, b, and 1 uniquely determines the third. Points in Ti will be 
said to be of type i, i = 1, 2, 3. 
Next, we construct a set of lines 9. Let 
@, b) = (4 4 %.b , %a>, a, 6 E G, 
l,(u) = {a, AI.,, 9 Pij, (2 d k < j>> a E G, 1 <j<i<n, 
and 
W) = { Pzajk (k < i d 41, 2<k<i<n. 
Then we choose 
9 =L,uL,uL,, 
where 
Ll = {Z(u, b) 1 a, b E G} 
and 
L,={lij(a)laEG, 1 ,<j<i<n}, 
L3 = {&(a) ( 2 ,< k ,( i < n}. 
Lines in Li will bc said to be of type i, i = 1,2, 3. 
If (.9’,9’) is constructed from the group G as above, then the incidence 
matrix A has the following properties. No two rows of A arc equal, and 
no row contains all zeros. Each point is on at least one line, so no column 
contains all zeros. The argument in Lemma 4.4 below shows that no two 
points of distinct types lie on the same set of lines. If a is of Type 1, 
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so no two points of type 1 will lie on the same set of lines. Similarly, 
X,d = fh b(a) - { 1, a an t e ar d h PJ ment in Lemma 4.5 shows that no two 
points of Type 3 lie on the same set of lines. In particular then, A has 
distinct columns. Thus A, is a matrix of Form C. 
A= 
1 a a2 A:, A:- x;, X& A& A;- p: pit $5 
-0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 o- 
10100001 1 0 0 0 
1 10110000000 
100l00000000 
100000001000 
100000001100 
010001000000 
010010000000 
010010000010 
001000010000 
001000100000 
001000100001 
000000000100 
000000000010 
-0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1. 
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EXAMPLE. Let G = {I, a, a%} be the cyclic group of order 3. The points 
and lines of the graph (9, 9) for G are shown in Fig. 1, and an incidence 
matrix for (9, 9) is given. 
THEOREM 4.3. The group of automorphisms of (9, A?), as constructed 
above, is isomorphic to G. 
Proof. For each a E G, let n(g) bc the following mapping of P into itself: 
m(g) -: ag if a E G, 
&7(g) = Lo if a, b E G, a f 6, 
(by construction the superscript need not be changed), and 
p&x(g) = p$ . 
It is easily verified that the image of any line under z(g) is another line of 
the same type and that m(g) is one-to-enc. Thus, the mapping 7r : g -+ n(g) 
is a homomorphism of G into the group of automorphisms of (P, 9). Also, 
since an(g) = a if and only if g =: 1, 7r is one-to-one. 
We claim that r(G) contains all automorphisms of (9’,.9). For this, 
two lemmas will be used. 
LEMMA 4:4. If cx is an automorphism of the graph (9, 9) constructed above, 
then 01 must send a point of Type i onto another point of Type i, i -= 1, 2, 3. 
Proof. The proof will be based on an analysis of the pencil of lines 
through each point. The following properties of an automorphism (Y of 
(9, 9’) are immediate: 
(a) If 1 is an s-point line, so is lor. 
(b) If p is a point and if there are exactly r s-point lines through p, 
then there are exactly r s-point lines through pa. 
Now by construction I Z(a, b)l = 4, 1 lij(a)l - j + 1, and 1 Z:,(a)! = 
i -+ I - K. Each point of Type 1 lies on n ‘;= I G 1 - 1 lines of Type 1 
and 1 G ) - j + 1 j-point lines of Type 2. Each point & of Type 2 lies 
on one 4-point line Z(a, b) of Type 1 and on one (j -l- I)-point line &(u) 
of Type 2, 1 < j < 1. Each point pTjk of Type 3 lies on one (j + I)-point 
line Zii(a) of Type 2 and one (i + 1 - k)-point line Z&a) of Type 3. This 
information is summarized in the following table, which gives the number 
of lines of various sizes passing through type of point: 
Point 2 3 4 5 . . . j-11 .**i+1--k **a it.1 i-I-2 *e. 1 G 1 
a IIGI--l]GI-2IGI-3-l~IGI-lIGI-4 1 
A& ! 
1: :, 
l-k1 I . . . 1 . . . 1 . . . 1 0 . . . 0 
PPM , 0 0 . ..Ol o... 01 0 . . . 0 0 . . . 0 
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Now if cy were to send a point of one type onto a point of another type, 
then by the initial comments both points would have to lie on the same 
number of lines of a given size; that is, the corresponding rows in the 
table would have to be identical. The sum of the entries in row 1 is 
&(; G 1 + 2)( 1 G / - l), and the sum for row 2 is i + 1. Since i < j G 1 - 1, 
these can be equal only if 1 G 1 < 2. But we assumed i G 1 > 2. Likewise, 
since the sum on row 3 is 2, it and row 1 cannot agree. 
For rows 2 and 3 to agree, the i in ,& would have to be 1, so that A:,b 
would lie on one 2-point line and on one 4-point line. Since j > 2 for row 3, 
thisyieldsj+l =4,i+l-/2=2,sothatk<j<i,j=3andkandi 
are either 2 and 3 or 3 and 4, respectively. Now the second point on the 
2-point line through AA,, is a, which lies on -$(I G / + 2)(1 G I - 1) lines. 
This is at least 5, since 1 G i > 2. The second point on the 2-point line 
through p& in the above cases would lie on just 2 lines, since it is also of 
Type 3. Thus, no two rows can agree. This completes the proof of the lemma. 
LEMMA 4.5. An automorphism cy of (3p,9) which jixes a and Xgmb for 
some a E G and some i must fix all points pFj, , if any. 
Proof. For points &, to exist, G must have order at least 4, so Lemma 4.4 
holds. sow l(a, b) is the only 4-point line through a and Ai,, containing 
2 points of Type 1, so 01 must map it onto itself. The remaining lines through 
a and hi 1, (if any) all have different sizes, so since they must be permuted 
among each other, they must be fixed. (These are the lines of Type 2.) 
Similarly, the lines Zik(a) of Type 3, if any, are fixed by cz. Now {p&} is 
the intersection of lines lij(a) and Zi,Ja), so it must be fixed by LY. This 
completes the proof of Lemma 4.5. 
We now return to the proof of the theorem. 
It has already been established that the group of automorphisms of (P, 9) 
contains a subgroup p(G), isomorphic to G. Since n(G) is transitive on the 
points of Type 1, if the conclusion were proper, there would be a non-trivial 
automorphism OL which fixes a point Q of Type 1. Since the points & are 
the only ones connected to a by more than one line, (Y must permute them. 
However, a and & are joined by exactly i + 1 lines, so 01 must fix each Ai,, . 
Since only one line through a and & contains 2 points of Type 1, oi must 
fix each line Z(a, b) of Type 1. By Lemma 4.4, CY must fix each point of Type 1. 
Now a repetition of the prcceeding argument shows that LY fixes all points 
of Type 2. Finally, by Lemma 4.5, CY must fix all points of Type 3. Hence 
01 :== 1, a contradiction. Thus the automorphism group of (.9’,9) is rr(G), 
as was to be shown. This completes the proof of Theorem 4.3. 
Remark. The above proof goes through without essential change if the 
group G is allowed to be countably infinite. The points pijk and lines Zij(U) 
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for fixed n will form finite sets, which allows the proofs of Lemmas 4.4 
and 4.5 to stand. We suspect that the construction may be adapted to extend 
the theorem to arbitrary groups, but the details on this have not been 
checked. A similar construction to the above was given by Frucht [2]. This 
yields a graph whose automorphism group is G, and this graph could also 
be used in the following results. 
Certain finite groups can, of course, be obtained by simpler constructions. 
For example, the dihedral group D, of order 8 is isomorphic to the sym- 
metries of a square. In fact, the theorem can be obtained by choosing a 
design with fewer components, although the proof becomes more complicated. 
However, we needed the complexity in the construction given above for 
the following reasons. The points of Type 1 and lines of Type 1 admit 
n(G) as automorphisms, but this system admits other automorphisms as 
well. Introducing points and lines of Type 2 insures that an automorphism 
which fixes one point of Type 1 must also fix all points of Type 1. The 
points of Type 3 were introduced to eliminate permutations of lines of 
Type 2 that fix all points of Types 1 and 2. Finally, the lines of Type 3 
were introduced to eliminate excess permutations of the points of Type 3. 
Recall that if A is a matrix of Form c, then GA denotes the group of 
permutations P of columns of A for which there is a row permutation Q 
such that AP = QA. Certainly, the group of automorphisms of the design 
(9, 6p) for G is isomorphic to GA , where A is an incidence matrix for (9, 2) 
[4], p. 399. Thus we can restate Theorem 4.3 as follows. 
THEOREM 4.6. Let G be a jnite group and let A be an incidence matrix 
for the design of G, constructed above. Then G s GA . 
We are now in a position to prove the main result. 
'rHIcOREM 4.7. The class of maximal subgroups of semigroups of binary 
relations includes all$nite groups. 
Proof. Let G be a finite group. The theorem is certainly true if ( G 1 < 2, 
so suppose / G > 2. Let A bc an r x c incidence matrix for the graph 
for G as constructed above. Then by Theorem 4.6, G and GA are isomorphic. 
But by Lemma 4.2, G and GE are isomorphic where E = (eij) has the block 
matrix form specified in that lemma. Let X = {xi ,..., x, ,..., x,+,) and let E 
be the relation on X defined by 
E = {(xi , xj) 1 eij = 1). 
Then E is the relation matrix for l , and certainly E is a reduced idempotent 
of rank n = r + c. Then by Lemma 3.4, the maximal subgroup H, of g-r 
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is(pESxjEp= (TE for some u E Sx>. But this group is isomorphic to GE, 
and so G is isomorphic to a maximai subgroup of .%r . 
From the remarks following Lemma 3.4 and Theorem 4.3, we can extend 
our result to the case where X is countably infinite. The proof of the 
preceeding Theorem 4.7 is easily modified to allow the case where r and c 
may be countably infinite. Thus we can state the following. 
THEOREM 4.8. Let X be a cou?z~~~ in&&e set. Then em-y coun~~le 
group is a maximal subgroup of 33X . 
We suspect that a similar result holds when X is uncountably infinite. 
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